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Abstract: In all facets of human life, knowledge and communication technology (ICTs) are becoming indissoluble entities. The utilization of ICT has profoundly modified the processes and methods of nearly any type of job, policy and public services. ICT have started to participate in education although it hasn't had as much impact as compared to other areas of activity. The transition from environment to new medias and information has increased the importance of Information and Communication Technologies in education and will continue to expand and to evolve in the 21st century. ICT is a vital aspect of the new environment. ICT is an integral feature. Society and culture in fact have to be adapted to the difficulties of era of knowledge. The standard and quantity of schooling in tertiary educational establishments has undeniably influenced ICT. There needs to be a clear emphasis on the numerous constraints on ICT usage as a higher education change agent, such that ICT continues to perform its high position in transforming tertiary institutions.
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INTRODUCTION

Knowledge is the critical requirements for people and community’s well-being. Education is therefore the influential element for politics, social and financial change that cannot achieve personal development for either an adult, or for a community. ICT is a vital aspect of the new environment. ICT is an integral feature. Actually, in order to face the demands of the digital era, community and environment must be changed. Information and Communication Technologies are the forces that have transformed many characteristics of humans’ life. Info- and communications technology. The influence of ICT over the previous many decade have been immense, despite fields such as medicines, tourism, transport, industry, laws, finance, architectures and engineering. The way the fields work today is somewhat different from their previous activity. Although looking at the education market, the effects of the usage of ICT and even fewer improvements appear to be limited than other sectors [1]. However, other men wanted to do so discover the loss of control and action. ICT’s all-encompassing impact has contributed to a dramatic technical, societal, political and economic transition, opening the way for a structured ICT networking community.

The growing impact of information and communication technologies has not influenced the area of education. However, in traditional and distance education institutions Information and Communication Technologies have created an immense contribution to the quantity and quality of education. ICT improves coaching as well as knowledge by actively collaborating and appealing context and offers actual prospects for teaching individualization. Information and Communication Technologies have the likely to speed up, improve, and enhance skill, to inspire student to learn, to connect schools experience to working practice or to build economic viability for future employees [2]. Researchers maintained the ability of the school to become effective and productive by organizing a range of instruments to strengthen teachers’ professional activities and facilitate their utilization of ICT. They said Information and Communication Technologies offers school opportunities to contact each other via email, mailing lists, chatting room as well as several additional services. This provide short and convenient entree to extra accurate and up-to-date details. ICT also provides researchers a smooth road to the publication of study findings and results for specific activities. Three key factors for education knowledge and communication technologies have been established.

They did, however, propose that it is an instrument to tackle teaching and learning challenges; an agent of change; and a key to economic competitiveness. Technology has the capacity to deliver, control and manage effective education and education as a tool for addressing learning and teaching challenges. As an agent of transformation, it is willing to adjust the materials, procedures and total consistency and quantity, the workload of professors and ensuring that teachers are constructivist-focused and study driven. In fact, ICT is a key factor of economic and social transitions that has a technical potential vital to today's students’ future jobs.
Researchers emphasized that technology has rapidly evolved to become one of contemporary education policy’s most critical and frequently debated concerns [3]. Education scholars also concluded that if ICT is properly implemented then it is promising not only to shape the workforce’s prospects but also to improve teaching and learning. This thesis therefore explored objectively the part of ICT as a transformative force for advanced learning.

While there are multiple interpretations of history as given by other scholars, citizens would be restricted to a few for the sake of this discussion. Researchers see history as the continuing relationship between the author and his evidence and a continuous conversation between the past and the present. They believe that past is the analysis of remnants and artefacts of the historical under the lights of historian’s imaginative understanding, that is dependent on self, determining self and justification on self-mode of thinking. Historians can then browse relics, artifacts and archives in term of signs of the history, but according to their understanding and imagination, each historian interprets such materials. Therefore, it may be presumed from the aforementioned meanings of Past as observed from various viewpoints is, while past deal with the humans’ experience, it needs an investigation and understanding of the experience based on facts (historical sources) accessible to a historian. Despite particularly the Federal government’s promotion of science subject on detriment of art subject, the truth remain that importance of past in building nation can’t be overemphasised [4].

The study of history provides not just as a foundation for many other fields, but also offers an understanding of the mechanism of human transformation and continuation. There is also no training through precedent. The importance of history to school curricula is tremendous. Such encompass; it lets the student gain on self by encouraging self-knowledge of the history, both internally and externally. It satisfies the impulse of inquiry of man about pasts trends in all facets of lifecycle. It encourages the practice of severe and important situational analysis and eventually provides opportunity for a special analytical encounter which sharpens the creativity and enhances one’s understanding of the growth of society. It helps us to reflect on the unsettling dynamics of human diversity. It instils in citizens with practice of not believing arguments at the value of their face, but of recognizing causes of incidents, and hence fostering deeper comprehension.

A variety of researchers looked at the definition of ICTs by various backgrounds and perspectives. The word ICTs was initially coined in the era of 1980s to substitute that of information technology (IT) in appreciation of the computer’s networking capabilities and facilities. However, although the majority of citizens take the word ICT, higher education staff referred to the same definition with the term information and communications technology (IT and C). The word ICT encompasses a number of various technologies, methods and structures. Experts explicitly postulates that ICTs “refer to a wide range of computer, networking devices and associated facilities.” It mean that ICTs are regarded not like the technologies and programs, but also as life skills. Throughout this context, literacy and numeracy are considered as a fundamental ability that any person requires to survive in a modern or contemporary society safely, efficiently and independently. ICT is often seen as a crucial skill to understand various subjects. This recognition of ICT as a life skill guided its addition to the developing nation’s school curriculum [5].

ICT has three Training categories namely ICT literacy, ICT literacy, and ICT learning. Learning regarding ICT relates to the idea of ICT as the education topic in schools’ curriculum whereas studying through ICT is about utilizing ICT as a means to promote instruction. Researchers shared that view as well. They say that “ICT education applies to the incorporation of ICT into a course/ syllabus as an integral tool, so that it is no longer possible to teach and learn that course / curriculum without it.” Given that, most schools do not have the teaching technology for knowledge and communication. ICT may be the educational standard, or a learning foundation. This might as well be incorporated in education phase such that education happens by contact of the learners by the services. Hence ICT is measured as a resource, discipline as well as important skills in education. ICT offers enormous benefits for society within these three broad areas. It is focused on the assumption that ICT technology and research are not only concerned to training learner by digital age expertise and skill but also with improving the country’s economic and political standing [6].

Recent report revealed that Sub-Saharan Africa’s readiness for ICT remains very small with most countries facing high connectivity lags due to inadequate ICT infrastructure growth. Although the developing world is still seeing the growth of ICTs, sub-Saharan Africa appears to lack owing to low value service. The reports also varied on world-wide ICT charts for African countries. Whereas Nigeria was 110th on the worldwide ICT charts, other African continent nations such as Mauritius, Rwanda, South Africa, Kenya, Botswana, and Senegal were ranked 52, 72, 80, 88, 93 and 98, respectively. The study suggested that African nations agonize from significant deficiencies in wholly component of ICT indexes ranging from inadequate communication exacerbated by costly and high quality ICT networks to very low technical ability rates and a limited development system [7]. In addition, a variety of causes are reported to have mitigated against the usage of ICT in schooling. This included reasons such as lack of funds to help equipment purchase, lack of teacher preparation, lack of teacher incentive to implement ICTs as instructional resources in classroom instruction, etc. Most notably in the 21st century, the coaching and study of past in Educational organizations evolved within the context of theory and action. The successful forms of communication in classroom teaching, in this technical
era, include the usage of digital technology. “The 21st century an alphabet, won't be those who can't read and compose, nor those who can't understand, unlearn, and relearn”. The above comment illustrated the importance of the ICT movement in 21st century schooling. Scientists claimed that the application of ICTs in schooling in the 21st century has four basic issues. It increases productivity, quality, fair opportunity and sustainability. They found out that there’s been an increasing curiosity in how ICTs can better be influenced so that it can increase the quality as well as efficacy of teaching at every level and in both non-formal as well as formal environments, most notably computers and the Internet. The ICT’s role in the teaching of history of the 21st century could be seen from 4 big viewpoints, such as the effect that history can have on students, learners and the picture. The traditional coaching that remains popular in the school today emphasizes material [8].

For decades, history teacher have trained by seminars and presentation combined by demonstrations and education experiences aimed at consolidating and rehearsing material. Contemporary environments, however, are increasingly preferring curriculum which foster capability and efficiency. Curriculums in developing countries start to illustrate expertise which concentrate more on how technology is used than on data. Competence and on the basis of performance curriculum initiatives are strongly sponsored and promoted by new teaching technology. These curriculums continue to necessitate: exposure to a range of sources of knowledge; exposure to a number of formats and styles of knowledge; student-centered learning contexts dependent on access to information and review; education experiences focusing on problems-centered and analysis-related activity; realistic contexts and example; and instructors as trainers as well as guides instead of specialists in material. Teachers seeking to implement competency-based and performances-based curriculums has been restricted by the means and equipment for several years, nevertheless by prevalence and ubiquitous accessibility of modern ICT, several past constraints and impediment may now be eliminated. The capacity to sustain these quality learning environments will begin to expand as student and teacher obtain exposure to advanced bandwidth, extra efficient means of connectivity and entree to common capital [9]. Further roles of ICTs in 21st century history education is the need for knowledge literacy. The necessity for educational institutions arose in the 21st century to ensure that students are able to show sufficient standards of knowledge culture, “the ability to recognize a matter and after that find, notice and analyse applicable details to resolve a question that emerges by it”.

The push to encourage these innovations stem from universal trends within institution to insure that the students not merely show competencies and expertise in the subjects alone, but also gain wide-ranging skills as well as common competencies. Traditional standardized skills also included qualities such as the ability to systematically think, to solve challenges, to collaborate efficiently, capable achieve conclusions, to handle resources, projects organization, and expertise in coordination and team works. In recent times, the growing use of IC as instruments of daily life have extended to include knowledge education universal competences. ICT’s role in the way students learn history is important. Just as technologies influences and supports what’s learned in schools or universities, so does it support changes in the way student learn? Transition from material curricula to skill-based syllabuses means switching from teaching assistant modes of implementation to student-centered models. New teaching materials are inspiring students more and more with technologically friendly approaches to take responsibility for learning. Throughout the past, learners practiced in transmission modes with considerable relief. Learners were qualified to provide data on the program for others [10].

The increasing utilization of ICTs as the alternative tools is changing, and many of the strategies employed to students as well as teachers in the education technique will likely resume to change. New technologies will encourage and enable the transformation of curriculum from a teaching organization to a company that promotes more student-centered frameworks, reflected in steps against problematic learning and expanded use of the internet as a knowledge source. Through use of ICT is in itself a mechanism for progress in this field of educational environments. ICTs are tools that facilitate and promote personal development. In fact, they are tools. Academics who use ICT to teach the teaching methods and use machines as information devices and analytical technologies as a large number of people. The impact of the technologies will keep evolving in favor of how students learn. More specifically, ICTs have arisen as instructional technologies and have become more conscious of and accepted alternate learning theories. The numerous philosophies of education followed the incorporation of ICT into the curriculum during the classical period. Today's most prominent learning ideas are those focused on structuralist concepts [11]. These principles indicate that the active knowledge production, assisted by diverse experiences, concretely accomplishes learning. In the thought and cognitive method, social ties between the constructivists are considered as having a deciding role. In the past, classical education centered on preparing teachers and led the learners via a series of teaching phases to reach a desired educational outcome. The aim of these styles of teaching is to disseminate a selection of information followed by certain ways of involving the content, in order to consolidate knowledge creation.

In the modern world, there are many ICT tools available which might be utilized to generate as well as circulate education. Resources contain radios, TVs, the telephone, cell phone, computers notebooks, tablet and several more devices of hardware and software. Such ICTs device like tablets, PC, cell phone and PDA have educational consequences. Those instruments might be utilized to offer teachers and students with education and
training [12]. Many ICTs' apparatuses are overstated but these haven't been going well until now. In the past the usage of radio for educational activities was very common and is still being utilized by an Indian institute named as IGNOU. Though, one-on-one communications systems like radios or televisions are deemed not as much of innovation in education as these are utilized on strengthen conventional teacher-oriented learning styles, as opposed to computers which are considered an essential resource for teaching learners, the Focused Education Paradigm. Three objectives: accessibility, availability and requirement are accomplished through active ICT programs. Professors do not want instructional ICT tools for the immediate acquisition of ICT skills, they are meant to create a more productive learning experience via ICT. Use of these resources in curricula, information, instruction and assessment is allowed to teachers through ICT tools. ICT, like landlines, telephone, cell phone, magazines, radios, TV, satellite stations, miniature (VSATs), computer as well as the web must be available to the rural community at their request. ICT applications have been an integral part of contemporary society and have expanded across the world in formal and technical training. Around primarily 3 stages of education programs in India, primary school or secondary schooling, and undergraduate and advanced education. ICT should be used for enhancing the training and increasing the standard of education at all stages of education. Multimedia use increases productivity and retention in education [13]. Fifteen percent of what people see, thirty percent of what they see and hear and about sixty-nine percent of what they see and hear. Immersive, collaborative learning Chalkboards help teachers create courses, improve thinking skills for the students and make further comprehensive more use ICTs in classrooms.2011-2019 was announced as a decade of innovation by the Government of India. Innovation needs inferencing and critical thinking. Only at the primary level can the basis of that technology be achieved. Students attending the school are highly intelligent, imaginative and will know a lot. In the course of the process, the assertion 'images worth over a thousand terms' during this stage is quite real. Young people will express their revolutionary thinking by talking about ICT throughout the initial stages. Learners who research are very engaging in depictions at this point. You can learn more with animated images. For starters, ICT will alter the schooling situations significantly by establishing a certain atmosphere for elementary school education for kids. Student in the nursery might impart learning by presentation animals, picture, berries, etc. Student at such levels may utilize ICTs tool to pay attention to different animals’ voice, sound, and movement and acquire a lot. The knowledge of languages is at these levels as well. At this age it’s easier to know a new language than other levels. One may learn grammar and pronunciation with multimedia projectors and devices. Foremost scientist that are housed on machines or supplementary ICTs devices will conveniently deliver their lessons, poems and seminars to student at any period and anywhere. Such type of instruction and education have elongated persisted in children’s remembrances. Subjects including physics, literature, sociology, chemistry, political science, genetics and physical education are imparted at high school level. The lecture is quick to understand by watching a video on the subject [14]. These categories of movies and relevant digital material can be easily obtained via educational repositories and several related websites. The web is a crucial part of information on increasing subjects for educators and pupils. The atmosphere is engaging for this form of lectures and for students enjoy it. This project is supported by informative and practical CDs available on the market.

You can conveniently use numerous devices at university level, such as monitors, electronic screens, Edu sat equipment from different states government, MM s projector and other peripheral relevant to research and education cycle. The device "Aakash" is simple to use so that you can provide educators and administrators with further instruction. The archive is a database that have all multimedia documents are preserved and provide instructors, pupils, and parents with knowledge so that they can quickly locate and access learning resources, irrespective of where they come from. There are also many EDUSAT services that are really helpful to students [15]. Soft skills programs can help you implement reputable multinational firms (MNCs). Quizes and workshops at national scale could be held using and exchangeable from any organization that use the EDUSAT framework. EDUSAT is used to train teachers about different concepts and skills and save governmental money and time. The EDUSAT initiative is carried out at the Haryana primary and secondary school levels which is used to teach in line with the curriculum. For open instruction, at every period and wherever pupils have access to knowledge and learning content. This covers distance learning and other flexible forms of instruction. There are numerous roles that can be fulfilled as both colleges or academic institutes are registering students in distance learning courses. Feature involve the distribution of a specific number (reference number/number of duties), prices, textbooks and computer software data. A few of these acts could be done utilizing ICT software accordingly. In non-regular education, ICTs may be utilized to enhance the maintenance of information by developing a full archive of each and every student of diverse course. Whenever students are enrolled, a specific code is created and issued to the individual student, with the name of a reference number. For this feature, mobile phone SMSSs (Short messages Services) may be used. One of the main ICT methods is cell phones which might be utilized for applications. Further PCP data and testing dataset could conveniently be distributed via SMS to learners at the appropriate institute. Scholars that are enrolled might often be equipped with username and password in the context of
institutional learning databases to access can electronic tools and resources. All of these materials might be upload to the universities portals, and student may receive the CD of this course instead of printed or printed material [16].

You can also implement the online payment system on portal of the appropriate academies or researches organisations. Student can be spared from other complications, together with charging, PCPs registration, giving tests etc. Outcomes of examination and admission tests will be given electronically on the similar days in such situations. These might aid you overcome difficulties in reporting outcomes of separate tests at various academies.

Yet in the case of a non-formal school program something has to change. This removes a lot of documents and improves the world without waste. It also brings clarity in the organization departments [17]. In the education sector, ICTs are not sufficient, so there is a growing need for the development of applicable, good value context. ICTs may be utilized in key context and management zones. Definite initiatives were engaged in this area at the state level and at the centre. Virtual archives and knowledge artifacts were developed for the creation of Indian content. Those businesses include Govt's Sakshat portal. (GOI), the National Technology Improvement Program (NPTEL) and Digital Education Services (MERLOT) for literacy and operational preparation. Researchers adopted a move onward in ensuring accountability via ICTs in the education sector. It also adopted a forward step from behindhand by providing particular computer which represented the teachers’ role in the classroom.

The biometric attendance system does help teachers reach schools, here attendance is a topic of interest. Delhi’s administration has been a leader in utilizing ICT to control the education sector better. Ministry of Delhi Government have established a robust, interactive and efficient web-centered GIS Centered Management Information System (MIS) for many colleges, teachers and apprentices under the administration authority. Using the web-enabled app enables you to exchange knowledge about all users in a straightforward network like residents, schools and different divisions of departments, agencies, district offices and headquarters. Both those concerned - pupils, instructors and supervisors - can view documents electronically via the witnesses’ database. This requires records on registration, registering, instructor engagement, transfers and receipts for payments. Can be incorporated in all correspondence programs, the electronic, staff participation can be submitted to the administration electronically, details regarding broad announcements implementation, multiple government agencies can be conveniently communicated and can be exchanged with other departments. This kind of program provides accountability, which is an essential prerequisite for citizens in society today. Although more instances could be available of certain interventions, a duplication of specific interoperative initiatives with large social implications is needed [18]. UNESCO is a review of a test case in 9 nations in the world, including some that represent the need to develop training and multi-purpose teacher preparation approaches. The United Nations is the leading country in learning, technology and industry. Old-style accessible and distant education programs utilize a range of technical tools, like EDUSATs and further TVs networks in addition with internet. Use ICT for all of these options. On LAN, we might systematise a diversity of procedures at school level. Libraries storage, the local caches maintained for offline entree, workplace monitoring, record keeping, scholar trailing, resources preparation, plus the Internet network’s current ICT framework, and enhancing effectiveness. At same time one can benefit from cost, effort and time savings.

Teacher’s Training Role In Ict

Information in modern ICT environment is decentralized. Technology is just a method that can be used primarily to overcome current barriers and challenges in established structures. ICT provides resources to easily and flexibly complement technical schooling and classroom lifetime learning. The manner in which material is planned and distributed will be substantially altered to use ICT for teaching. Until teachers and students can grasp these basic improvements, there will be no implementation of modern technology. Provide regular instruction to teachers from universities and organisations interested with instructional planning, teaching resources and the ICT-based education bid. This training is provided not only by the ICT, but also in education practices. The instructor must first understand and feel comfortable with the technology to carry out an ICT-built distant education package. They need to have a chance to acquire new knowledge. This can start with the implementation of a teacher machine training program [19]. Most governments in South Asia and educator exercise agendas like Intel Teaches in Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and India have approved the use of ICT for teacher training. Microsoft Shisha from India; various other initiatives are focusing on ICT training in Bhutan and Nepal. For teachers, students and administrators the ISTE have formed the utmost inclusive ICTs standards. The SSA explored the effects of ICT in education in meeting the SSA’s targets, and also partnered alongside other private groups to initiate steps to improve computers-assisted learnings (CALs). Under SSAs, provision are provided for the provision of computers teaching at local levels under the PPP model CAL for each State. ICT should be extended to the instructor recruitment and pre-service instruction. Haryana has many BRC offices via SSA and RMSA (Block Resource Centre). One will easily offer business instruction in those centers with such centers and facilities.
Since different countries aspire hard to play a leadership position, especially throughout the competitive and pragmatic science and technological times, more focus is required, particularly in colleges and universities, on improvements in education and learning. This involves the institution adopting the information technology (ICT). To this new age, ICT is an important asset. Its inherent features, like precision, high-speed performance, reliability and data storage capabilities have enabled it to be applicable to all humans efforts, including education, research and learning in educational institutions. The aim of this thesis is to based on the analysis the function of IT as a transmitter for postsecondary learning. Also it discusses the effects and challenges of ICT for both the advancement of postsecondary learning.[20].

Research Questions:
The following questions are clearly addressed in this study: i) the productivity of IT as a modification mediator for advanced schooling, communication technology in performing its elevated role? ii) What restrictions do the Communication Technology as agent of change for university education have on an effective use of information?

Table 1: Illustrates the evaluation of the significance of ITC representing it in the form of change agent for the higher education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICT as a Change Agent</th>
<th>Inefficiently performed</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Efficiently performed</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relating school experience to work practice</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>55.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing opportunities for individualisation of instruction.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>89.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further and up to date details is better access.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeping records of students grades.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensuring constructivist inquiry oriented lecture room.</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>64.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving the execution of seminars and the job schedule.</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>77.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitates the distribution of research proposal and reports to investigators</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>96.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: illustrates about the types of restrictions on the successful use of ITC as a higher education modification mediator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Restrictions</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poor funding</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computers with inadequate instruction and instructors trained</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibitive cost of ICT equipment</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>91.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the separation of the infant from its cultural history</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor understanding of the implementation of ICT to learning and teaching</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irregular power supply</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of relevant software</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>72.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Design: The key focus of study is a vital appraisal of the role of ICT as the agent of reform in postsecondary learning. Related data concerning the issue in the analysis may be gathered to explain the character of existing conditions or to define parameters for comparison between present circumstances or to establish the relationships between the established variables in this research.

Sample: The correlation coefficient of 0.85 was obtained with the Pearson ‘s product moment correlation that the unit is trustworthy. Forty academic staff members in the 5 sampled tertiary institutions administered the questionnaires, making a total of 250 questionnaires.

Instrument: The research was conducted in six randomly chosen African tertiary colleges. Two universities, two polytechnic universities and two educational colleges are included. An agent Questionnaire was developed for the analysis with a formal questionnaire called Information Communication Technology as a transition. The test-test method calculated the validity of the instrument.

Data Collection and Analysis: However, just 230 (70%) of the query were finished and returned properly and the data analysis was created on 230 (70%) questionnaires, which were properly completed and returned. 85 from universities, seventy-two from polytechnics and seventy from technical institutions. The hypothesis posed for the research pilot were checked with 0.04 indicating chi-square.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As stated in Table 1, respondent 230 (100 percent) reported that ICTs has efficiently fulfilled its elevated position as a modification mediator for advanced education by providing incentives for organisations to connect to each other via e-mails, mailing lists, chatting rooms, promoting admittance to extra detailed and up-to-date data, maintaining track of grade of students, and confirming access to information. Moreover, more than 64.0 per cent of academic workers announce that ICT has successfully performed the task of providing incentives for individualization of instruction; acts as a way of disseminating study results and findings; is accomplished of improving the material, process and complete standard and amount of education and studying, and ensures constructivist inquiry-oriented lecture environment.

As clearly mentioned in Table 2, successful use of information, a multitude of constraints are plagued As a transition driver for secondary education, information technologies. These drawbacks involve insufficient machine qualified and accredited 92.6% positive instructors, an erratic power supply with 84.5% positive reply, restrictive ICT-equipment expenses (90%). Whereas all respondent 230 (100 per cent) stated that poor financial assistance for computer education in universities was a serious constraint on the effective use of ICTs as transforming aspect for advanced education. However, the respondents’ minority took the opinion that poor understanding of the use of digital communicating technologies to educate and studying, as well as the likelihood of utilizing ICTs, estranging children from its anthropological context, are not constraint on the successful usage of ICTs as the modification mediator for advanced teaching.

The approximate values of chi-square in Table 3 were 1.76, with a significance point of 0.04 and four DOF of Chi-square table values of 8.47. The findings show that there is no significant link between the type of tertiary schools and the degree to which ICT is an agent for reform in postsecondary learning. The null hypothesis is thus maintained. Table 3 reveals that over 72.0% of all universities and colleges have a high degree of understanding of ICT's role as an instrument for progress in postsecondary learning.

Table 3: Illustrates University faculty organizations and the extent of understanding of the part of ICT as a higher education agent of change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>ICT role awareness</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Calculated chi-square</th>
<th>Significance level</th>
<th>Chi-square table</th>
<th>Degree of freedom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low awareness</td>
<td>High awareness</td>
<td>Unaware</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>12 (13)</td>
<td>64 (65)</td>
<td>4 (6)</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polytechnic</td>
<td>9 (10)</td>
<td>49 (50)</td>
<td>9 (10)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of teaching</td>
<td>11 (12)</td>
<td>54 (55)</td>
<td>7 (9)</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>230</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Via seminars and presentation scattered with lessons and knowledge exercises intended to organize and practise materials, teachers have been developing courses around textbooks for several years. Conventional education has emphasized material, and contemporary contexts often prefer curricula that promote expertise and improved results. The curricula also placed a strong emphasis on technologies and how information and communication technology might be utilized when opposed to what information and communication technology was. In addition, the steps toward capability and based on performance curriculum are sponsored and promoted by new learning technology. They do like to suggest that these curricula appear to need; admission to a number of sources of information; access to a range of ways and styles of information; students-centered knowledge set-up focused on accessible information; learning process centered; problem-centered and inquiry-driven activities; credible environments and instructors as trainers and advisors rather than as curriculum specialists. ICT is able to offer good resources for both of these criteria, and there are also several excellent instances of skill and performance-based curricula world-class environments that allow advantage of these technologies' affordability. Researchers emphasized that another means of influencing evolving ICTs on curricular education material derives from the means ICTs influence so much of contemporary life and work. Researchers reiterated the need for educational establishments to insure that students are able to show a sufficient degree of knowledge literacy, the ability to recognize, find and analyse applicable info to interact solve it or with a question that emerges from it. The drive to stimulate such development derives from the broader trend within universities to make sure that their students demonstrate not just their knowledge and details in their fields but generic skills and attitudes. Though, the increasing usage of ICT as means of ordinary life has meant the lake of standardized skills having extended to involve knowledge literacy in recent years and it is extremely important the potential production and technology implementations ensure that this range of skills is compatible. It is not necessary to over-emphasize the effect of ICT on literacy and promoting what is being taught in schools and universities. In the process of transitions from content-centered syllabuses to skills-based systems to shift
beyond teacher-centered distribution to studies, ICT embraces improvements in how learners’ study. Competency education settings now encourages student to uptake accountability for their own education through the use of ICT, facilitated approaches, and however, learning through transmissive modes had become very comfortable to students in the past. Children were instructed to bring the experience influencing the curriculum to anyone else. Indeed, with the adoption of ICT as a method for teaching, many of those strategies embraced by educators and pupils during the learning process are susceptible to drastic changes. Technology will help and encourage knowledge from a strongly teacher-driven organization which encourages further prototypes based on students. Studies confirmed this point by claiming that learners who use ICTs to study get absorbed in the course of studying. The impact of media will look to advance in favour of learners’ learning.

Researchers sustained that ICTs has established humanoid psychological tools that enable citizens to both implement current knowledge effectively and create new knowledge. They emphasized that educational establishments in the past gave students no liveness in term of the strategies and means in which facilities are administered to them. Through the introduction of ICT, many opportunities and alternatives are offered, as many universities and students build their own strategic devices with the choice they make. Such options also range from where students can select whether to go to study. Over several years, numerous professional organizations have been providing services from afar. There was also a lot of research and growth in the implementation of improved methods and approaches for teaching and studying outside classrooms. Distance education is more an alternative learning approach than with a classroom environment. The implementation of ICT has enlarged the concept of such a practice because off-campus distribution is an opportunity for individuals who cannot afford standard programmes. Many more today's students will make the decision by studying in a technologically friendly way.

Students stressed that the essence and extent of this activity reflects in the following manner: (i) in several cases traditional classroom schooling for students able to navigate job courses and resources has made way for task training. (ii) The ICT connectivity skills create incentives for other learner to participate in course provided by foreign organizations, not than those based locally. (iii) Furthermore, the freedom of choice given by program which might be retrieved anywhere supports the distribution of programs with unit and course from numerous organisations. Students will now fulfill degree programs in numerous ways. Furthermore, in computer and web sites, the rate of influencing information is incredibly rapid and one can be quickly trained. You will research any time you choose, irrespective of if it is day or evening, or in every area thanks to ICTs. Students tend to understand how they should learn anywhere, wherever and whenever. In support of this development, experts stress that the flexibility of ICT use has improved the accessibility of Just-in-time instruction and provided educational activities for many additional students who had historically had minimal commitments. Thus, the continuing and extended use of ICTs in education in the following years will help improve the existing spatial and regional prospects.

A variety of variables have been found impacting the usage of ICTs in teaching across countries. Such reasons comprise insufficient funds to facilitate the procurement of ICTs equipment, absence of instruction in the usage of ICT services, lack of encouragement for teaching personnel and the necessity for teachers to use ICTs as education instruments. Though, the political developments in Nigeria in the last thirty years have given petite space for consistency in school usage of ICT. The usage of ICT in the education sector has been influenced by political conditions in Nigeria over the years to enshrine mediocrity, high-level graft, misplace of importance, and weak customer culture. Researchers confirmed that attempts to implement ICT in classroom and learning environments have been improved. These concerted initiatives involve an increasing need to investigate service implementation efficiencies; the potential for ICTs to implement flexibly; the capacity of technology to help personalized training services to address the need of specific students; and the rising usage of the World Wide Web Internet (www) as a resource for obtaining and sharing knowledge. The numerous restrictions on utilizing ICT as a higher education agent are addressed as follows:

The shortage of computer qualified instructors to teach realistic facets of computing technology militates against the effective application of ICTs in advanced organisations in Nigeria. Big numbers of speakers are computers an alphabets; and such speakers will discovery it very problematic to provide their students with the adequate teaching and schooling compulsory by the 21st century info age. (ii) Low funding: The country's total school sector is underfunded. Consequently, sufficient funds are used to address the organizations' most pressing and critical needs. Low funding levels have resulted in schools having inadequate ICT facilities. This condition has become a big restriction in rendering ICT enforcement for educational institutions. (iii) Uneven power stream: Epileptic power is provided throughout the nation. It's critical to guarantee the efficient functioning of ICT equipment and services like computer and the appliances because the power source is not secure and constant. The advantage that uses ICT for rural residents is also negated in this issue. (iv) Equipment costs: Equipment’s costs are very high in a nation like Nigeria, with a maltreated budget. Many peripheral costs such as scanners, TVs, documents, modems, additional disk drive, and other applications are outside the scope of advanced institution in Nigeria, aside from the simple computers. The exorbitant Internet connection fees cannot be avoided by most of these institutions as well. (v) Lack of Appropriate Software: ICT teaching is a burdensome
activity deprived of updated facilities and supplemental material. Investigators also showed that many countries have specifically demonstrated that the availability of software is a significant barrier to broader use of computers.

CONCLUSION
This article was conducted to evaluate the importance of ICTs as a higher education agent for reform. The results showed that ICTs have had a substantial influence on educational practice, and this influence will increase dramatically in years to come if the numerous issues that impede the successful usage of ICTs as a reform agent for further learning are adequately tackled. In other tertiary educational institutions ICT will certainly become a powerful driver of reform. Education should be much more essential for the customers' interests and abilities effects ought to be more deliberate and concentrated. Though knowledge resources in terms of what is taught and who will know can be diversified. The consistency of fitness-measured services can also continue to develop as investors consider their needs and aspirations as being fulfilled by the varied instructional programmes. In fact, ICT aim to establish basis for human capital programs to understand capacity. In addition, sufficient properties should be given for proposing, creating, encouraging, updating and enforcing ICT policies in the education sector to enhance the application of ICT via computers’ training syllabuses imparted in developed organisations. The price of the ICT machinery and components will continue to be unsustainable in this time of economic crisis. Both educational partners are very imperative to attribute ICT equipment to commercial institutions, companies, decision making, major industry leaders and traders, NGOs and the society at large.
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